
With this scared tradition, Root Candles takes great care in 
hand-crafting our made-t0-order Paschal Candles right 

here in the USA.

Our candle artisans are experts in individually 
hand-tooling and embellishing each unique design 

on a 51% pure beeswax candle.

Offered in a variety of designs, diameters 
and heights as well as matching 

Altar Candles. 

PASCHAL CANDLES

The use of Sanctuary Lights can be traced to the Book 
of Exodus in the Old Testament, when a light was always 
burning within the Temple to honor God. 

The use of Sanctuary Lights in Roman Catholic 
churches dates to the 12th Century – and shines 
permanently to indicate to all who visit, that Jesus is 
present in the Blessed Sacrament in the Tabernacle.

Offered in glass or plastic with choice of ivory or 
white wax. Pair with our Glass Globes offered in clear 
or four colors.

SANCTUARY LIGHTS

C H U R C H  C A N D L E S
With over 150 years of history—Root Candles adorn churches 

and cathedrals across the country, providing superior burning 
candles and clean burning wax.

51%
Beeswax

PASCHAL
CANDLES

Sancturary Lights Glass Globes



RENUELITE™ SYSTEM

Pronounced Renew-A-Light, this system consists of glass globes that 
remain in your candle stand and renewable plastic inserts. Safe, clean 

burning and economical!

This innovative Devotional Light design, provides the security 
of a glass globe with the convenience, economy and lighter 

weight of a plastic light. When the light has finished 
burning, simply remove the plastic insert and replace it 
with a new one.

Colored glass globes are used with clear plastic inserts, or you 
can choose clear globes with colored plastic inserts. It is easy to 

coordinate the lights with the liturgical calendar, colors associated 
with a saint or a nationality, or just to match the church’s décor. 

Designed for maximum performance when burned in Renuelite Globes.

 Fewer natural resources and energy are used when  
    plastic is manufactured, compared to glass.

 Light-weight plastic reduces freight costs.

  Buy Renuelite™ plastic inserts - Root’s most 
economical devotional light.

Root Candles, a manufacturer of Liturgical Candles since 1928, is 
honored to provide the Church with our beautiful, safe, clean-
burning candles to enhance the devotional life of parishioners. 

Light stand holds 40 lights and comes in nine finishes.

Root Candles is delighted to make the addition of 
candles an easy and economical choice. If you purchase 
Root Candles and are interested in their votive stand, 
contact ICS Customer Care Team for information on 
Root Candles Votive Light Stand Program.

VOTIVE LIGHT STAND
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Renuelite™ Plastic Inserts Renuelite™ Permanent Glass Globes

Limited color choices in certain sizes.
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